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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study is to show the

influence of phonological and phonetic
features on perception and comprehension
of continuous speech in listeners who are
not native speakers of English, but who
have been taught the standard British
English for at least eight years. Results of
the testing show one common feature:
several successive exposures to the same
acoustic material do not improve the
perception and comprehension but they
confirm the initial impression.

SPEECH PERCEPTION IN THE
MOTHER TONGUE

The study of speech perception is
faced with two major problems: the first is
to determine the phases involved in
recogmzmg the spoken word; the second
is to identify the nature of different types
of context that influence these phases.

Phases of spoken word recognition
The process of recognizing a spoken

word begins with the 'initial contact phase'
when a listener takes the speech wave as
input from which he abstracts the
representation which contacts the
internally ‘ stored form-based
representations associated with each
lexrcal _ entry . [I]. These are not yet
linguistic units, i.e. phonemes and
syllables, but they function as mediators
between the_acoustic wave and abstract
linguistic units. They are the so-called
acoustic cues‘.

The lexical entries that match the
contact representation to some degree are
then activated - the 'activation phase'.Theories dilfer in determining the statusof activated words: some believe that alllexrcal items are equally activated, whileothers claim that their status depends ontheir frequency of occurrence in thelanguage.

Alter initial contact and activation ofthe lexrcon, the sensory input continues toBititlrigpped can: lthe chosen lexicon unite in en e exic ‘ -the 'selection phase'. al entry ls selected. The end-point of the search phase isword-recognition' , i.e. the moment when

a listener has already determined which
lexical entry he has heard. The precise
moment when this takes place is said to be
before a listener has completely heard the
word.

Context effects
Context is said to play in important

role in spoken word recognition.
Psycholinguists generally agree that
lexical processing depends on two broad

classes of information: on the one bani
there are representations computed from

the sensory input, on the other, there are

representations constructed from the

previous context using higher sources of

knowledge (cg. lexrcal, syntactic,

semantic, pragmatic). .
A very broad distinction between two

types of context is the distmction between

structural and non-structural context. .

Structural context are the constiamsts

according to which elements. can l"
combined into higher-level hnguistic units

and can be applied to the phonemefi

morpheme, phrase, utterance an

discourse levels.
Non-structural context {1085 11°:

influence the building upot higher-16;]:
representations, but rather it’mfluentfi to

recognition of one word in relation
another. _ din the

There are different Views regfif E

exact moment when different content?

influence the recognition. of WW“ 'ew

phrases In the so-called mteractivti go

contexts may intervene through"?t e that
processing, thus altering the 0110““
have already been made.

Perception of continuous speech
(1

The basic difierence between the stu if

of isolated speech sounds and $6 533%;

continuous speech. is that e

investi ation is came

artificiil circumstances, whereas [6)

of continuous speech norm . 0

conversations ' incamllgfor the

substance, where people hsten

message, not isolated sounds. ding the

There are two Views regflmmoma

perception of continuous Sp .

tongue: the passrve one, a
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which listeners try to identify each word
as if it were an isolated word, and
whenever they fail, they guess. According
to the active view, listeners use linguistic
constraints in the perception process It
looks as if they listened for some words
or phrases and ignored the others. A
reason why this View is a more appealing
one is that normal speech is in itself
unintelligible and it is only an illusion that
we think it is clear [2]. Another evidence
in favour of the view that the perception
ofcontinuous speech is not merely putting
together of isolated sounds is what Clark
& Clark wittily call 'cocktail party
phenomenon”. The idea is that although
we are surrounded by several speakers,
Speaking about different things and to
difierent people, our ears are able to pick
upfront the excess of linguistic and above
acoustic mforman'on only those items
Which belong to the speech of the person
we are talking to.

SPEECH PERCEPTION IN NON-
NATIVE SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH

The question is whether non-native
speakers of a certain language perceive
the'spoken word in the same way as the
native speakers. At this point we can only
Imagine some points in speech perception
where problems are likely to arise.

e four phases in the recognition
Proces -. taking in of the acoustic material,
attemptmg. to organize phonological
rtitresentatioiis into constituents, building
335?”? into higher representations,
a 1i] enhfymg all propositions - are not
PR ed one after another, but are all inatton'at the same time and they workwell with the native speakers.With non-native speakers the first

$0.31“! arises when they cannot succeed
‘ e[ltlfl’lllg the speech sounds correctly.
tre are several reasons for that among

0 2 e most important one is the lack
. e XPeCtation about what words are

. ‘0 sound in the foreign language.
05611113)! particularly be the problem of

“Stro Oil-native speakers who are used to
spe ,“8 relationship between sounds and
“1,0863: In their mother tongue, and are

e case to a language where this is notEVen if (e.g._Slovenes learning English).fillfill the mitial'phase is successfullyTECognjz: llpen-native speaker may not
became of ti? speech sequence correctly
Sequen e grammatical nature of the

ce 0f Poor vocabulary.
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What can be expected from students of
English wrth advanced knowledge of
English, when they are exposed to spoken
Enghsh, and particularly when they are
exposed to spoken non-standard variants
of English? For that purpose an
experiment with native speakers of
Slovene, all first year students of English
at the Department of English and German
Studee at the Ljubljana University, was
carried out.

I HE EXPERIMENT
The purpose of the experiment was to

examine the perception and understanding
of spoken RP and two non-standard
British accents: popular London
(Cockney) and Scouse with regard to
phonological and phonetic diversities of
the three variants. Another purpose was to
find out how and to what extent different
contexts help informants to better
understanding

The informants were tested in listening
comprehension and in dictation. The
dictation test was to show whether
different context effects are in play
throughout the perception process, thus
correcting wrong selections
simultaneously.

The informants were divided into two
groups of fifty students of which one
group was tested in hstenmg
comprehension, while the other did the
dictation test of the same recording. They

were tested in all three varieties of British
English. Results of both tests were first

analysed individually and then compared.

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF

RESULTS

Listening comprehension ’

In listening comprehensmn tests

students listened to the same recording

twice: after the first round they were

given a few very general questions, while

alter the second round the questions were

more detailed. The results, regardless of

the accent, showed one common feature:

alter the second listening. the

comprehension of the recording did not

improve; with some students the number

of correct answers afier the second

listening even fell. This brought us to the

conclusion that several successive

exposures to the same acoustic material

do not influence the pefrception‘ 21:1

understandin inthe sense 0 improvrnn .

Instead, thgey confirm the initial
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impression, rather than correct or improve

11.
The influence of the phonemic and

phonetic diflerences of Cockney and

Scouse as against RP were not essential

for success in listening comprehension.

They must have been overcome by the
help of the semantic context.

Dictation
Types of mistakes that appeared in

dictation can be roughly divided into two
groups: (a) misperceptions on the basis of

phonemic resemblance, i. e. correct words
or phrases replaced by words or phrases
that acoustically resembled the correct
words, but were completely inappropriate
in the given context; (b) omissions of
words, phrases or whole sentences. Most
interesting were mistakes under (a) which
were either single word errors or multiple
word errors. The latter we believe
resulted from the correct perception of the
stressed syllable on the one hand, and
incorrect perception of word boundaries
on the other. It looks as if the phonemic
and phonetic variations afiecting the
consonant clusters at word boundaries
were responsible for these misperceptions.
Examples:
RP: trouble getting their breaths, became,
trouble getting their best, or, the Upper
Circle, became, up in circle.
Cockney: they've all been sentenced to
the guillotine, became, they've all been
sent guilty.
Scouse: contamination source, became,
contamination sauce.

Very many multiple word errors
resulted in homphones which did not fit
the grammar or the context. This was
partimilarly frequent in Cockney and
Scouse, where a sequence containing one
or two "unfamiliar" phonemes was not
identified correctly.
Examples.
Coclmey: the second one today, became,
the second one to die, or, they became I.
Scouse: My oldfellow used tofish in that
river became My ofler was officially that
river, or, I've no fancy letters after me
name became I’ve no funny lessons, or,
intermittent dumping became intimate
Jumping.

Results like these led us to the
conchismn that in the case of dictation,
the perception process in non-native
speakers of English resembles more the
perception of isolated words than the
perception of continuous speech where
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the role of semantic context is decisive.
We believe that the non-native speakers
when they are asked to note everything
they hear, listen for sounds and words
rather than meaningful sequences. Their
eflons to catch every single word very

often result in meaningless (sometimes

completely ungrammatical or nonsense)

word sequences. This proves that the

influence of any context is absent.

Listening comprehension vs. dictation.

The comparison of the results a

listening comprehension and dictation

showed that the relationship between the

errors in dictation and incorrect answers

in listening comprehension, except in one

or two cases, did not match, In other

words, misperceptions of certain phrases

or even sentences in dictation did not have

their counterparts in false answers in

listening comprehension. Moreover, the

students answered some questions Which

were closely related to the mispercervetl

sequences in dictation correctly. ’ThJS

confirmed our above-mentioned

presumption that in hstenmg

comprehension, where the students were

primarily interested in getting the

message, the role of context is important

In dictation, where the task is to put down

every single word, the students. were

mainly in search for words and did not

pay any attention to any kind of context

CONCLUSION ' f

With respect to difl'erent types of

context that influence the perception 0

continuous speech, as well as how all

When they influence it, we may conclu e

that: . ‘31 d

(i) in listening comprehensmn lexic 3!:

semantic contexts can help 1151311915;

catch the meaning of a speech sequetlles

they are exposed to, so that obstat:ds

which "unfamiliar" sgignds andmztof

resent can often be ea ' overco ‘ ,

iii) in dictation the interest of the hstene;

is mainly to catch indrVidual wordsml

they focus their attention to nidiVl 0

sounds and words. The niflucnce .

lexical and semantic contexts is mmfihi’ch

With regard to other factors. on-

influence the perception of speech in 1110“

native speakers of English, we colw

that:
(i) the phonological difi‘erences WE'VE:

the Slovene phonological system “Emit

phonological systems of the three

accents do not interfere. The L the

neither indicate any cases What
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Slovene phonological system would help

in perception of RP, Cockney or Scouse.
Although we cannot deny the influence of
the mother tongue upon the perception of
a foreign language, we, nevertheless,
believe that at an advanced level of
knowledge the influence of the
phonological system of the mother tongue
upon the perception of the foreign
language is minimal;
(ii) phonemic and phonetic differences
among the three British accents can be
responsible for some errors in dictation,
mainly in the two non-stabdard accents;
(iii) the general knowledge that people
have about the culture, civilization,
politics, geography, etc. of the country the
language of which they learn, is also
important and is often neglected in the
evaluation of foreign learners' perception
and production skills;
(iv) the. experiment proved our initial
assumption that speech perception in
native speakers differs from that in non-
native speakers. In the former case it is a
more or. less subconscious process,
whereas in the latter a considerable
amount of effort and work is required
from hsteners.
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